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Part- I 

Q1  Only Short Answer Type Questions (Answer All-10) (2 x 10) 
 a) Name at least two hardware and software for web server.  
 b) How lists are handled in HTML? Design an HTML code for illustrating nested lists.  
 c) Give examples of at least four examples of common attributes of <input> element.  
 d) Give at least four methods in javascript that can be used with the string object.  
 e) Which Dialog box is used in JavaScript to take user input? Give example?  
 f) How padding is used in CSS? Give an example.  
 g) Give at least four javascript escape sequences.  
 h) What is the difference between HTML and DHTML?  
 i) Why Java is the most popular language for writing programs on the web?  
 j) What is the difference between java script and java applet? Explain with respect to 

labels in the web page. 
 

    
  Part- II  

Q2  Only Focused-Short Answer Type Questions-  (Answer Any Eight out of Twelve) (6 x 8) 
 a) What is URL and it contains how many parts? Describe each part with example?  
 b) What is the difference between HTML and XHTML?  
 c) Define CSS and its types? Describe the necessity of CSS with suitable example?  
 d) Define JavaScript? Describe how arrays are used in JavaScript? Write a program 

using JavaScript for EMAIL Validation? 
 

 e) Explain the use of DHTML form with example.  
 f) What is the necessity of security in java EE? What are the security features available 

in java EE? 
 

 g) Define JSP and its Life cycle methods? Describe the various scripting elements of JSP 
with syntax? 

 

 h) Write the contribution of JAX-WS in web services? How JAX-WS is used for building 
web services? 

 

 i) What is EJB and mention its types? What are the security features of EJB?  
 j) Design a table containing 3 rows and 5 columns that contains name in the first column 

and male & female radio buttons in the second and third column respectively. 
 

 k) Write an HTML program using JavaScript to calculate the area of a circle. The user 
has to enter the value of radius through an Input Box. 

 

 l) What are the different dialog boxes available in Java Script? Explain with proper 
syntax and example? 
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  Part-III  
  Only Long Answer Type Questions (Answer Any Two out of Four)  

Q3  What is World Wide Web (WWW). How did it evolve? How the various web servers 
can be described as part of the World Wide Web? Describe different hardware and 
software for web servers. 

(16) 

    
Q4  Write a program to create one registration page having fields for name, Registration 

No., phone no, address, gender, hobbies and Branch and having two buttons for 
submit and reset? 
a) By clicking on submit it will send the obtained data from user to a database named 

student and table named user having field Name, RegdNO Phone No, Address, 
Gen, Hobby and Branch? If the registration is successful it will print congrates name 
(obtained from database) you are successfully registered and provide login id 
otherwise return not registered? 

b) By clicking on reset it will reinitialize the window? 
 Use JSP and JDBC for webpage and use oracle for database? 

(16) 

    
Q5  How we can use session tracking in jsp and servlet? Explain with one example for 

each? 
(16) 

    
Q6  Write a program to explain the life cycle of applet containing all four methods init( ), 

start( ), stop( ) and destroy( ) 
(16) 
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